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 President’s Report 
Scott Webster (UBC Varsity Outdoor Club) 

 

Well, I guess I made it.  It’s been three years since I was first elected President in Surrey with 
the Valley Outdoor Association as hosts.  We’ve since been to Squamish (North Shore Hikers) 
and Kamloops (Kamloops Hiking Club) where I was able to keep hold of the position, and now 
here we are in Castlegar (Kootenay Mountaineering Club). Over the past year we’ve finished 
our outdoor recreation studies with SFU, renegotiated our insurance (again), written a bunch of 
letters, and more. Check out the latest Cloudburst for updates. 
 
While the SFU project took a while to complete, this research (funded mainly through a grant 
from MEC) already appears to be paying off, with an article published in the Georgia Straight 
and another interview for the Pique Newsmagazine completed. SFU is also working on 
publication of some of the results for academic purposes and further spreading the word. 
Introductory articles about the recreation survey and the health benefits review can be found in 
Cloudburst and the full reports are available on our website. 
 
Insurance has been a big issue recently as well. Problems with our previous policy caused us to 
switch brokers after consulting an insurance lawyer to give us further confidence that we would 
receive the coverage we need. On the upside, our new coverage is more comprehensive than 
even what we thought we had previously, and we’ve already had another club, the Outdoor 
Club of Victoria, join due to interest in the insurance program. 
 
I’d like to thank all FMCBC Directors, committee members, volunteers, and especially Jodi, for 
all of your support throughout my term.  I think we’ve accomplished a lot and I’ve enjoyed 
helping out! It looks like we have a strong executive group set to take the reins and continue 
the hard work. 
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Program and Administration Manager Report 
Jodi Appleton 

The FMCBC has had another successful year.  The recreation research project we commissioned 
Simon Fraser University to conduct on our behalf is now complete and we have some important 
numbers and information to use when advocating on behalf of non-motorized recreation.  Our 
research findings were featured in an article in the Georgia Straight on May 13th:  
http://www.straight.com/news/643556/outdoor-recreation-contributes-billions-bc-economy-
report-says 
 
New Clubs 
The Outdoor Club of Victoria and the Alpine Club of Canada Whistler Section have recently 
joined the FMCBC and we welcome back the Vancouver Rock Climbing Group.  We are now up 
to 32 Member Clubs and approximately 4900 members across BC.  I will be visiting the East 
Kootenay Hiking Club while up in Castlegar for the AGM to give a presentation and promote the 
FMCBC.  I gave a presentation to the Vancouver Outdoor Club for Women in March and I hope 
to visit more potential member clubs in 2014-2015 to help promote the FMCBC and hopefully 
grow our membership further. 
 
One of the main draws for new clubs is still our insurance program.  We encountered some 
major issues with the program this past year, but these have now been resolved thanks to the 
hard work of those on our Insurance Committee.  We can now offer a more complete package 
through our new broker, Aon Risk Solutions. 
 
Website 
Our new website launched this past year.  I am still transferring over some information, but it is 
now functioning quite well and much easier to update than the old site.  Please pay the site a 
visit when you have time:  www.mountainclubs.org 
 
And if you are on Twitter and/or Facebook please look us up and follow/like us: 
 
Facebook:  www.facebook/mountainclubs (currently 156 likes) 
Twitter:  https://twitter.com/mountainclubs (currently 265 followers) 
 
Anyone with Wordpress, website or social media experience and time to contribute, please 
contact me!  I could use some help managing these different sites. 
 
Waivers 
We completed and implemented the Universal Waiver in 2013-2014.  All clubs who participate 
in our Insurance Program should now be using the Universal Waiver and if they are not, they 
should contact me so I can assist with implementation.   
 

http://www.mountainclubs.org/
http://www.facebook/mountainclubs
https://twitter.com/mountainclubs
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We have also been working on an Acknowledgement of Risk form for minors, but we are 
waiting on some legal advice before releasing this document.  For now, minors and their 
parents/guardians should sign the Universal Waiver.  A minor cannot legally enter into a 
contract, but having a minor and his/her parent/guardian sign a waiver shows that the minor 
and his/her parent/guardian understood the risks involved in the activity in which the minor 
decided to participate.  This is essentially what the Acknowledgement of Risk form will also do. 
 
FMCBC Director and Member Club Handbook 
I am still working on a Directors and Member Club handbook which we will use when 
welcoming new clubs and directors to the FMCBC.  I might have it ready for the AGM if all goes 
well over the next couple weeks.  This handbook will include general information and answers 
frequent questions I receive. 
 

Southwest BC Recreation and Conservation Committee Report 

Brian Wood and Monika Bittel (Committee Co-Chairs) 

Park Amendment Act (Bill 4, 2014) 
Along with many other concerned groups, the FMCBC sent its letter to the government 
objecting strongly to Bill C4, which will considerably weaken the protection afforded to our 
provincial parks. Basically, “research” for industrial purposes can now be permitted in parks for 
such things as utility corridors, which will be facilitated by park boundary adjustments as 
recently occurred with the Sea-to-Sky Gondola in the Squamish Chief Park. This Bill was rushed 
through the legislature with little debate before proclaimed into law.  In our view, this 
amendments will make it all the more difficult to protect the integrity of our provincial park 
system. 
  
Off-Road Vehicle Act (Bill 13, 2014) 
This Bill was finally passed into law to facilitate management of off-road vehicles (ORVs), such as 
snowmobiles and ATVs.  Clear identification of the owners or users of ORVs is critical for 
implementation and management of non-motorized areas and ecologically sensitive areas.  
There are concerns that the Act doesn’t go far enough in tracking ownership of used ORVs and 
in placement of licence decals so that the decals are clearly visible.  Also, without adequate 
funding and procedures for monitoring compliance with the Act, we may not see major changes 
in irresponsible behaviour of some ORV owners and drivers. 
  
Duffey Lake Corridor 
In June 2013, several members of the FMCBC Executive met with Ed Ables, a Merritt-based 
Recreation Sites and Trails Officer, who manages recreation in the Duffey Lake Corridor among 
other areas. We discussed the increasing conflicts between ORV users (i.e., snowmobilers and 
skiers and boarders who use snowmobiles to yo-yo in the backcountry) and non-motorized 
recreationists (i.e., backcountry skiers, boarders and snowshoers), as well as human waste and 
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on-road parking issues. Several of the drainages have backcountry huts, legal and illegal, which 
attract visitors.  And, while traditionally the Duffey Lake Corridor has been non-motorized in the 
winter and summer, there is no official zoning for recreation uses.  We are not aware of any 
organized snowmobile clubs or groups, which regularly use this popular area, which makes it 
difficult to arrange a meeting between the various users. One suggestion to open dialogue 
between the different user groups is to try to arrange a meeting among area users by posting 
notices in the various huts.  
 
21 Mile Creek, Sproatt Mountain and Rainbow Lake Area 
This winter fewer snowmobiles and snowmobile tracks were observed within the non-
motorized area.  This is likely due to a number of factors:  (1) implementation of a snowmobile 
trail use fee; (2) placement of signs and marker poles along the boundary of the non-motorized 
zone; and, (3) presence of two compliance and enforcement officers, who intermittently patrol 
the area.  A relatively poor snow season likely also contributed to reduced snowmobile use of 
the non-motorized area but there is no doubt that the other efforts made a positive difference 
this season. 
  
Brew Hut, Tricouni, Cloudburst and Roe Creek Area 
Recreation zoning in this area remains unresolved, with the status quo (mixed use by default) 
favouring motorized users.  The Varsity Outdoor Club (VOC) continues to try to have a good non-
motorized access route to their club hut on Mount Brew. The VOC also wants to prevent 
motorized recreationists, i.e., snowmobilers in the winter and ATVs in the summer, from getting 
too close to their hut. Efforts are ongoing to have the three main stakeholders interested in 
management of this area, e.g., Powder Mountain Snowcats, the Squamish First Nation and the 
VOC devise a management plan, which is acceptable to all users and which can then be 
implemented by government. Expansion of logging and snowcat roads could facilitate summer 
access to the alpine areas by ATVs and winter access by snowmobiles, which is contrary to the 
interests of the three main stakeholders. 
  
Garibaldi Provincial Park Management Plan Amendment 
After many delays the amended Management Plan for the Spearhead Area was released in 
March 2014. We were disappointed (but not surprised) to learn that Whistler Heli-ski's tenure in 
the Spearhead Range was extended to 2026, at which time, BC Parks is to make a 
recommendation on the future of heli-skiing in the Park. We will renew our request for a robust 
Heli-ski/Backcountry Skier Conflict Avoidance Protocol, which will be well publicised, so that 
there will be a documented record of conflicts between heli-skiers and backcountry skiers in this 
popular area.  With the development of the Spearhead huts, an increase in conflicts between 
the two user groups is expected and it will be important that BC Parks has the necessary data 
when it makes its recommendation about the continuation of heli-skiing in the Park in 2026.  
The amendment to the Management Plan also confirmed that there is a need for a bridge over 
Fitzsimmons Creek to connect the Singing Pass Trail to the IPP access road on the north side of 
the creek. As Whistler Blackcomb now has a park use permit for their company, Extremely 
Canadian, which does guided extreme skiing in the Park, the FMCBC will pressure BC Parks to 
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have Whistler Blackcomb contribute to the cost of the bridge. BC Parks has also provided 
direction for a huts proposal for the Spearhead traverse and we expect that the huts proposal 
will proceed to the next stage. While further studies of high elevation cross-country mountain 
biking are planned for other areas, there are no current plans to expand mountain biking into 
this area of the park. Full details of the Management Plan Amendment can be found at:  
http://bit.ly/Garibaldi-MP-Amendments 
  
Sea-to-Sky Gondola 
Despite concerns about the process used to adjust the boundaries of the Squamish Chief Park 
for the benefit of the Sea-to-Sky Gondola, this project appears to have local support and is 
expected to be operational this spring. Some members, who were guided around the project, 
were impressed with the hiking trail and bridge improvements that have been implemented by 
the company. The access road to the upper gondola base will be gated but limited parking will 
be available on a lower portion of the road, which will facilitate access to the high country (i.e., 
Mt. Habrich and Sky Pilot) for those who do not wish to use the gondola. 
  
Garibaldi at Squamish Resort (on Brohm Ridge) 
After a long delay, this project has been revived with a new plan to overcome original water 
supply issues. It appears that many Squamish residents do not support this project, particularly 
in view of the large number of condominiums that are planned.  The FMCBC sent our 
submission to the EAO repeating our concerns about this project and its irreversible, negative 
impacts on nearby Garibaldi Park. 
  
Cheakamus Community Forest 
Logging roads are to be de-activated after use but a trail has been built to an RV Park and a new 
bridge will provide access to the Brandywine Snowmobile trail, thus favouring motorized 
recreation in this area.  Of concern is Metal Dome, which has become a popular day-trip 
backcountry ski destination. We are concerned that logging roads will provide snowmobilers 
with easy access to Metal Dome, resulting in conflicts between the two user groups. 
  
Golden Ears Provincial Park Management Plan 
The new Management Plan was approved in November 2013 and there were no major 
surprises.  We are encouraged by talk of more funding for trails. There could also be an increase 
in overnight accommodation for winter recreation. 
  
South Chilcotin Provincial Park Management Plan 
BC Parks is accepting comments on the draft plan until the end of May.  The prime issue is the 
increasing number of flights into wilderness lakes mostly by mountain bikers for day-trips. The 
Recreation and Conservation committee is working on a response and it will be posted on the 
website soon.   
  
Mount Seymour and Cypress Provincial Parks Ski Resorts Parking Problems 
For more than two years, members of the Friends of Cypress Provincial Park and the FMCBC 

http://bit.ly/Garibaldi-MP-Amendments
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have met with BC Parks and operators/owners of the two North Shore mountain ski resorts to 
try to respond to insufficient parking on peak days. The ski resorts enjoy approximately 25 to 30 
peak days each year - typically the Christmas/New Year holidays and the good weather 
weekends in January, February and March. On peak days, even if all available parking were 
dedicated to paying customers, there is insufficient parking to accommodate all paying 
customers, never mind the members of the public who wish to use the park for snowshoeing 
and backcountry skiing.  As peak days are critical for the financial well-being of the ski resorts, 
the operators maximize parking for paying customers by directing non-paying customers (i.e., 
the snowshoers and backcountry skiers who wish to access the park) to parking areas furthest 
from the trailheads and lifts.  This parking protocol is implemented even on non-peak days, so 
that non-paying backcountry users are required to park furthest from the lifts and trailheads 
even when the parking lots are empty and there are available spaces near the lifts and 
trailheads. Many organizations feel that the general public should have reasonable, unrestricted 
access to the backcountry in our parks.  Parking and public access to the parks will be issues to 
be addressed during the Mt. Seymour Park Management Plan process, planned for September 
2014.   
       
Trails Planning Meetings 
This past year our members have attended several recreational trails management meetings, 
involving many different user groups including horse riders, mountain bikers, motorized users 
and non-motorized users. These meetings tend to be annual, whole day affairs organized by 
province-wide organizations, such as the Trails Workshops organised by the Outdoor Recreation 
Council of BC and the Share the Trails Workshops organized by the Horse Council of BC.  Other 
trail planning meetings occur several times a year, generally in the evenings.  These other 
meetings tend to cover smaller geographic areas, e.g., the Chilliwack Recreation Advisory Group 
(CRAG) or the Whistler Trails Planning Working Group. As the number of trail users increases, 
there seems to be a greater need for such meetings.  The meetings can improve communication 
and understanding among different user groups, which can help resolve disputes about which 
users can use which trails, determine how trails should be maintained, who should maintain 
them, etc.  We have found that government agencies are sometimes willing to adopt into land 

use plans decisions which have been agreed upon by the relevant user groups.   

Advocacy Committee Report 
Brian Wood (Committee Chair) 

Simon Fraser University Outdoor Recreation Research Project 
This project has occupied much of our time over the last year and was finally completed in 
March/April somewhat behind schedule for a multitude of reasons. The results of the research 
are presented in two reports.  The results of the first report on the Non-Motorized Outdoor 
Recreation in British Columbia in 2012:  Participation and Economic Contributions demonstrate 
that about half of BC's population participates in non-motorized outdoor recreation which 
produces a direct economic contribution exceeding $3.5 billion. The results from the second 
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report on the Health Benefits of Non-Motorized Outdoor Recreation: A Summary of Published 
Findings show that there is strong evidence that a person’s physical and mental health can be 
improved by participating in outdoor recreation.  Visit our website to read the full reports, 
and/or read the summaries of these reports in the Spring/Summer 2014 issue of Cloudburst. 
 
It should be added that the cost of this research was about $25,000 of which about two thirds 
was contributed by the Mountain Equipment Cooperative as part of their contribution to our 
Strategic Plan funding, and the balance was from FMCBC funds. We feel the expense was 
justified as the SFU School of Resource and Environmental Management has much experience in 
this type of research which must be conducted to high academic standards to achieve 
credibility, especially as our research was also a portion of a Masters Degree program. We feel 
the participation rates, and the economic and health benefits should help to promote non-
motorized outdoor recreation and our organization. We plan to distribute the results widely 
using appropriate media, and so far it has been reported in Georgia Straight by Stephen Hui on 
13 May 2014. Also, these results will be incorporated into our proposed “Advocacy Toolkit” 
which the Committee will be working on in the fall. 
 
You can read both reports at:  http://mountainclubs.org/backcountry-recreation-study 
  

Recreational Policies/Guidelines   
The Committee has been working on several “Policies” which some members prefer to call 
“Guidelines”. Whatever they are called, they arise usually as a result of some site-specific 
situation where we feel we should state our preferences relating to environmental concerns or 
possible conflict concerns for a proposal at that particular site. For example, the Mt. Robson 
Park Hut update and the Garibaldi Park Spearhead Hut Proposal led us to finalise (?) the FMCBC 
“Hut or Backcountry Cabin Policy”, which we have submitted to various organizations which are 
considering upgrading or building a new backcountry fixed roof accommodation. In this way we 
hope to get our message across quickly before projects get too far along to be changed. 
 
On another matter, some years ago members reported conflicts between mountain bikers and 
hikers using the same trails, and so we started working on a Mountain Bike Policy. Some 
members considered this too confrontational and so we now are drafting our Single-use or 
Multi-use Trails Policy which could provide our input to the “revived” Provincial Trails Strategy. 
This will likely take some time so we are looking for volunteers and input from our members on 
this tricky subject. Over the last few years our members have already attended several province-
wide meetings in which widely differing trail users, i.e., horseback riders, ATV riders, 
snowmobilers, etc, get chances to put their views forward. It is at these types of meetings that 
the “squeaky wheel” can get heard by government which prefers multi-use trails over single use 
trails, so hikers, most of whom prefer single-use hiking trails, might not get what they want. So 
please let us know if you would like to participate at these meetings so that our preferences can 
be heard. Trails seem to be receiving more attention than a few years ago and we have been 
trying to prioritize particularly popular trails which require maintenance, the work to be done 
mostly by volunteers. Occasionally Government funding can be obtained but this requires 

http://mountainclubs.org/backcountry-recreation-study
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applying for grants etc. This too is a complex issue and more help and local knowledge is 
needed. Meanwhile, other groups of users seem to attract lots of volunteers (and sometimes 
funding) for building and maintaining their trails, and sadly hikers seem to be falling behind 
these other groups 
 
Another policy we are drafting is our Backcountry skier/Heli-skier Avoidance Policy which has 
also come from the heli-ski conflicts particularly in Garibaldi Park, but would apply anywhere 
there are conflicts between heli-skiers and backcountry skiers. For guidance we are using some 
existing policies from other organizations and we hope that our members' experiences can 
provide amendments to some of these policies and to improve on them. So please let us have 
your ideas on this subject, especially if you have had experiences, good and bad, with heli-ski 
companies. 
 
Bill C4 Amendments to BC Park Act, and also adjustments to boundaries of BC Parks 
Bill C4 was recently rushed through the legislature and is yet another attack on the integrity of 
BC Parks by permitting “research” into possible utility corridors in parks. We should monitor the 
results of this legislation and submit our comments on specific applications as we had little 
chance for input when this legislation was proposed. On a related matter, when the cables of 
the Sea-to-Sky Gondola were planned to be extended across the Stawamus Chief Park near 
Squamish, the normal procedures for park boundary adjustments seemed to be “by-passed” 
and the whole project permitting and environmental assessment processes seemed to be 
expedited as the Gondola is now in operation. In view of Bill C4 legislation we now have to be 
extra vigilant to protect park integrity as the protections we thought existed earlier no longer 
seem to be effective. 
 
Natural Resource Roads Act 
There are tens of thousands of kilometers of resource roads, eg for forestry, mining, energy 
extraction etc. which provide, or did provide, access for back country recreation. Many of these 
roads are not being maintained as they are in active used by the resource industry that 
established them, and many are no longer passable due to neglect or deliberate de-activation 
for liability reasons. Some of our members have attended stakeholder meetings to try to save 
some of the more important roads that still provide back country access for recreation 
purposes. Unfortunately, recreation is not included in the Act and front country tourism is 
considered to be more important than back country tourism so our interests are not a priority 
to Government. 
 
Off-road Vehicle Management Framework 
After over ten years of deliberations this legislation was finally passed but sadly lacks many of 
the regulations we wanted to be included. Some of these regulations relate to clearly visible 
license plates which permit easy access to current vehicle ownership, and other driver/owner 
registration matters. 
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Southwest BC Trails Committee Report 
Alex Wallace (Committee Chair) 

 
 After several years of meetings and correspondence, the liability issue for volunteers within BC 

Parks has been largely resolved, and we have had some progress in having short training 
workshops by BC Parks to certify trail work volunteers for basic trail work tasks using hand tools 
and signing them up as ‘unpaid employees’, - by which they have coverage under the new 
Individual Volunteer Services Agreement. This was brought forward in meetings in August 2013 
and is very similar to the BC Parks signup that existed before Ministry of Finance excluded 
volunteers (i.e., unless they signed a full Trail Agreement similar to those covering trail work on 
Crown Land), and the individual agreement with BC parks can be valid for several years once 
the volunteer is signed up. The Trail Partnership Agreements are still in effect on Crown land, 
however FMCBC still has concerns that taking on this kind of liability is unwise for clubs and 
directors, and as noted previously, only clubs as legal entities can sign the seven page Crown 
Land trail agreements.  By signing these documents groups are taking on liability and 
“indemnifying government safe from liability...”, but are also then provided $1 million in 
General Liability Insurance coverage paid for by Government, with Government now, after 
ORC’s intervention, reportedly agreeing to cover any liability claim over $1 Million. Prior to this 
‘excess’ coverage being put forward , ORC had their lawyer draw up a legal opinion and this 
confirmed FMCBC’s view that it was inadvisable for any volunteer organization to sign these 
trail Agreements, but this formal legal opinion also added that perhaps Government had 
included the liability clauses “by accident”.  

 
 In fact a representative of Ministry of Finance Risk management attended the August 2013 

meeting on BC Parks volunteer agreements by phone from Victoria, and noted that the liability 
wording had deliberately been included to focus the attention of Non-profit groups on safety 
on Crown Land, particularly as chainsaw use would be allowed. We understand that all existing 
Crown Land Trail Agreements throughout BC were to be cancelled and re-signed in 2014, so 
clubs and directors should consider their options carefully and read all the fine print. It does 
occur to us that because Government now has provided this general liability insurance to 
groups and is accepting liability claims over $1 Million, that they could now take back all liability 
for Crown Land, as clubs and other groups are providing free labour and materials, in some 
cases providing funds or raising them in the form of grants, and all projects have to be part of a 
management plan. It is true that in the 2001 MOF recreation manual, it was stated that on 
some major projects non-profit groups would be required to provide insurance, but this was on 
a case-by-case basis, for example constructing cabins. 

BC Parks staffing and funding is a key issue of concern, and as in previous years, there are 12 
full-time rangers with an additional 40 or 50 auxiliary rangers who are usually hired for three or 
four months at a time (from a pool of roughly 70 auxiliaries.) This is to cover the 1,023 
Provincial Parks and protected areas in BC. The BC Parks budget breakdown has been reported 
in 2014 as $21 million for operational costs, $21 million in campground revenue that is 
considered separate (in that it stays with the Park Facility Operators and is not seen within BC 
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Parks) and $6.5 million for capital costs. Metro Vancouver Parks recently was reported by the 
Vancouver Sun to have a $22.5 million in its 2014 annual operating budget for 25 Regional 
Parks, two of which are Greenways. So, as in past years, BC Parks has a marginal staff and 
operating budget for a huge Parks system.  
 
Trail projects 
The Howe Sound Crest Trail project has progressed to the point where a lot of difficult rock 
work is being done as it approaches St Marks. We hope to get more of this awkward section 
completed in 2014, possibly with some high-elevation work out towards Magnesia Meadows 
cleared from a camp this summer, dependent on BC Parks staffing and budget. As noted in our 
other reports, we originally raised a total of $450,000 from VANOC and NTC with assistance of 
Friends of Cypress and ORC, and Government is now regularly putting in funding, however 
there is a short season at this elevation, and BC Parks has suggested that possibly we need 
bigger machinery and an earlier start by snow clearing to the work site.  
 

Cypress, Mount Seymour visitor parking and Ski Area Policy 
One of the most time-consuming items in the last two or three years has been the meetings 
with BC parks related to the ban on ‘non-customer’ visitor parking at Mount Seymour in the last 
two winters, and proposals at Cypress to follow up with some measures to avoid the same issue 
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[...and the resultant overflow from Mt. Seymour]. The ski hills see the problem as being 
snowshoers and other non-paying visitors (including backcountry skiers and people who just go 
to look at the snow and wander around a bit) gradually taking over the ski area parking lots in 
winter with increasing numbers over the last five to ten years, and as this trend appears to be 
continuing year after year - it obviously is a major concern, particularly given the many millions 
of dollars invested in the facilities at both ski hills in recent years. BC Parks has comprehensively 
used people-counters to record reliable data regarding daily use of all local trails to show that 
this is in fact happening, and this data shows that the same “Peak Days” where the ski hills 
make money are the same sunny winter weekend and holiday “Peak Days” when snowshoers 
and other non-paying park visitors show up. It is not clear what the solution is going to be, with 
logging and paving more parking areas being one of the remedies being suggested. FMC has 
opposed this, given that these new parking lots will be empty almost all year, and we have 
pointed out the numerous eroded trails where the $550,000 that would be spent in paving 
forested park land could be better used. However this onerous series of meetings has wound 
up, and the draft proposals have been collated into a document that now has gone the “BC 
Parks Executive” for a decision, presumably in Victoria. BC Parks has also come up with a recent 
proposal to have a study by SFU’s Dr Wolfgang Haider (who most recently supervised the 
FMCBC Recreation study) during next winter 2014/2015, which would be aimed at getting 
information from the new snowshoeing demographic, for example asking detailed questions  as 
to what they would tolerate in the way of trail access and possibly parking or trail use fees. This 
would be similar to studies in Europe where Dr. Haider and his colleague noted that climate 
change is creating user conflicts and affecting access to areas for winter recreation: this data 
would then be incorporated into a planning process, but of course the study would itself cost 
money, perhaps $12-$15,000. This proposal of an SFU social sciences study did not meet with 
warm approval from the ski hills, as they would like to have an immediate solution by next 
winter to prevent their revenues declining further, and of course they are looking to the 
situation five or ten years down the road. From their perspective their paying customers are 
being denied access to the ski facilities which the ski area owners have recently made very 
expensive improvements to ($45 million at Cypress, including the new lodge, and roughly $10 
million at Mount Seymour). The other recent revelation is that the BC parks Ski Area Policy 
Draft is now complete and is up for review (untill June 29th) and one of the proposals in this 
draft document is to bring the Park Use Permit renewal dates for Cypress and Seymour - and 
Manning Park, forward to 2014 (from 2024) apparently related to the investments in 
equipment and buildings made by the ski hills. This policy would potentially provide a 
framework for opening and renegotiating the Park Use Permits, so it may be related to the 
above ‘North Shore parking and access problem’ that currently is a crisis without an acceptable 
solution. Parallel to this BC Parks policy development, the Mount Seymour Park Management 
Plan is due to be rewritten, as the old 1984 Mount Seymour Park Master Plan is now obsolete,  
with a public process that was originally going to be under way in Fall 2013, then Spring or 
Summer 2014. However a lack of planning staff and a hiring freeze appears to have contributed 
to the postponement of this Open House process: this means that we may have all of the 
above: BC parks Ski Resort Policy, Park Use Permit renegotiation, Park Management Plan, and 
an SFU snowshoer satisfaction study, all happening more or less at the same time.  
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It has been asked: “Why go to these meetings at all??” ( in fact as the last meeting began at 
9am, I was asking this myself...) but if we turned down the BC Parks invitations to take part in 
the process and did not attend as stakeholders, we would not know what was going on, we 
would not have input, and club members would most likely ask “ ...but why was FMCBC  not 
involved in these decisions?” later on: particularly if they are charged $10 to use the new 
“backcountry” parking lot (as proposed at Mt Seymour) and $10 to use a ‘controlled’ 
backcountry trail in winter (...as suggested at Cypress). 
 
We have also debated at committee what the source of this problem is: while ski area numbers 
may be dropping across North America, the local ski hills point to the fact that customers just 
cannot get up the road to the ski hills on busy days, just as seen in many past years, so their 
belief is that their customer base is still there, but they just can’t get parking: in the words of 
one owner “we don’t want the $10 parking fee, we just want the parking spots”. Originally we 
speculated that there was a demographic shift, and longtime skiers were avoiding the groomed 
runs due to bad knees or possible collisions, but this sizeable and increasing “New Snowshoers” 
user group appears largely to be family groups who possibly have never been out in the winter, 
and certainly in the icy conditions earlier this year this was evidently the case, as there were 
numerous people with their kids out on snowshoes and floundering about on steep icy slopes - 
clearly risking broken bones and concussions. So our later conclusion was that the annual 
promotion of snowshoeing over the last decade by the ski hills themselves - with the message 
“if you can walk you can snowshoe” [...as one current ski area webpage declares] has been 
widely taken up by the media, and people who normally would be walking around Stanley Park 
or at Spanish Banks have seen these ‘snowshoeing is the fun and inexpensive exercise of today’ 
stories on TV, or the numerous articles in other media , and then have gone to a big box store, 
and picked up snowshoes from the many brands on display ( e.g. in Canadian Tire) as a cheap 
and convenient way of getting in the great outdoors. The irony being that getting people 
outdoors, exercising in the fresh air, should be one of the most important BC Parks’ core 
functions and goals, not its biggest headache.  Possibly some of these hundreds of new outdoor 
enthusiasts could be signed up as club members, but in the interim, the ski hills see them as 
threatening their continued economic viability, and BC Parks management has made it clear the 
“Government is interested in the viability of ski hill operations in parks” even making this the 
opening statement of the most recent BC Parks meetings on the subject! 
 
Shared Trails 
Another topic of respectful debate in committee over the last couple of years has been that of 
“Shared Trails” with some unfortunate examples of motorized ‘sharing’ of trails not working out 
so well. At the recent ORC conference on this subject, one reported outcome was that ‘Shared 
Trails’ would mean “Shared information about Trails”, but not necessarily the actual sharing of 
trails by non-compatible user groups. As a perspective this, I set out to verify the report that BC 
Parks had funded an upgrade of the Baden-Powell trail in North Vancouver last winter, at low 
elevation where it crosses the Old Buck Trail, and this project was on a ‘multi-use’ trail, noted as 
being for hiker, mountain bike and equestrian use. I found that it had in fact been upgraded to 
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a very high standard (gravel path) over several months by our regular trail crew, [Rare Earth] 
after they worked on the Howe Sound Crest trail and the Dog Mountain trail at Seymour last fall 
(a project part-funded by Metro Vancouver) and this Baden-Powell trail work will continue next 
season. However, I found that there was no evidence, or even a memory by local hikers, of any 
horses being on this trail for the last 20 - or perhaps 30 - years, while the mountain bike trails 
are actually run perpendicular to the Baden-Powell trail, i.e. following the fall line down the 
mountain and crossing the hiking trail with little interaction, other than yelling. I noticed some 
fine new wooden bridges on the trail and asked BC Parks how much they had each cost: the 
response was that this was unknown as ‘someone else’ had paid for them. My conclusion was 
that BC Parks, District of North Vancouver, Metro Vancouver as land managers, and possibly 
others were all pitching in on this project, and given the relatively low elevation ( 350-400 
metres elev.) it meant that the trail crew could be kept going in the winter months when other 
projects at the 1,000m. elevation were shut down under snow and ice. So the  attraction was 
not so much that this was a ‘shared trail’ project, (and in this context it could potentially be 
quite hazardous to have an equestrian trail where Mtn. Bikers regularly appeared out of the 
bush and shot across the trail, with or without warning, as this would eventually spook 
someone’s horse) it looked to me like the attraction to land managers could also be the Shared 
Trail Funding aspect, as each agency would only be paying a percentage of the project, but it 
would show up as benefiting multiple user groups in year-end reports. 
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Insurance Committee Report 
Scott Webster (Committee Chair) 

 
Another eventful year for the Insurance Committee is finally over. Following an incident on a 
VOC trip (no claim) our insurer investigated and eventually determined that they would not 
defend in the event of any related claim. This caught us by surprise and uncovered a previous 
miscommunication somewhere in the chain of insurer-broker-FMCBC, leaving us with a major 
gap in our liability coverage. 
 
We immediately took action to find a more appropriate policy, investigating options with the 
same broker and also soliciting proposals from other providers.  We eventually received two 
responsive proposals. As we have had other insurance problems in the past, we decided to hire 
a lawyer with expertise in the field to review the proposals and help us avoid any future issues. 
 
After working through some questions with the brokers we were satisfied with the policy 
offered by Aon. We proceeded to purchase a new liability policy as well as directors and officers 
coverage for all clubs participating in the program.  In the past the D&O coverage was an 
additional cost for interested clubs, but under our new arrangement it has become simpler and 
more cost effective to provide this coverage to all clubs. The new liability policy should be 
significantly less restrictive than previous policies.  It offers worldwide coverage, no limitation 
to a pre-defined list of activities, and contains no onerous waiver provisions. The cost is similar 
to previous years. 
 
Thanks to all the clubs for being patient with us as we worked through these issues, including a 
last minute hiccup regarding switching the D&O insurance provider.  I think we’ve come out on 
the other side with a much stronger policy that will hopefully serve us for years to come. It 
should be mostly business as usual in terms of how individual clubs operate with respect to the 
insurance: keep collecting those waivers, and let us know as soon as possible if your club 
experiences an incident on one of your trips. Feel free to contact the Insurance Committee with 
any follow up questions. 
 

Outreach Committee Report 
Samantha Harrigan (Committee Co-chair) 

 
The Communications & Outreach Committee is a fairly new committee still finding its legs. It is 
co-chaired by Brian Wood and myself. The main goals of the committee are to promote the 
work of the FMCBC and increase engagement, first with the member clubs, and second with the 
public.  
 
Accomplishments over the past year (mainly due to the efforts of Jodi) are an updated 
PowerPoint for presenting to potential member clubs, and the launch of the new website 
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http://mountainclubs.org/. Next on the list for getting a makeover is the presentation booth 
and the accompanying materials used at public events. 
 
Committee members attended two outdoor film festivals this year and feel that events are an 
area we could expand into. We’re always on the lookout for small, actionable steps that are in 
alignment with the FMCBC’s mandate. Surveys, club events and petitions make great material 
for our electronic communications, so please send them our way!  
 
Major channels of communication for the FMCBC are Cloudburst and the monthly E-News. The 
E-News has proven to be quite successful in sharing information that might not be in-depth 
enough to warrant an article in Cloudburst, but is of interest to the Federation’s membership. 
Cloudburst goes out to approximately 4800 members (4450 digitally, 350 print) with 650 print 
copies available for the general public.  The E-News goes out to 4000 individuals monthly.  Both 
are also posted on our website and shared on Twitter and Facebook.   
 
Social media channels currently being used are Facebook and Twitter. Instagram has been 
discussed, though the text-based nature of our posts may not suit Instagram very well. We have 
156 followers on Facebook and 265 on Twitter. Uptake of these channels (i.e., number of 
followers) isn’t as high as the uptake of the E-News and Cloudburst because member clubs have 
shared their membership lists with us in order for the FMCBC to distribute the E-News and 
Cloudburst directly to their members.  We would like to see our social media followings 
increase so the best way for FMCBC directors to help us is to like us on Facebook or follow us 
on Twitter and encourage your members to visit our sites and do the same. 
 
Facebook:  www.facebook/mountainclubs  
Twitter:  https://twitter.com/mountainclubs  
 
Bill 4 – The Park Amendment Act gave us an opportunity to network with other organizations 
(especially Wildsight) and to interact with the public through the Wanderung listserv (hiking 
club in Lower Mainland) and Clubtread.com (internet-based hiking forum). This was a good test 
case for how to utilize social media. We are also cooperating with the “BC Parks Campaign” 
which is spearheaded by Ric Careless, an experienced environmental campaigner. This 
campaign is a good opportunity to network with many province-wide conservation groups who 
are trying to increase funding for BC Parks.  
 
Future projects/goals for this committee include: connecting more with member clubs, 
especially the newer clubs, to inform them of the kinds of support the FMCBC can offer, 
continuing to promote the FMCBC, and increasing our PR efforts. One idea for how do to this is 
to coordinate a “Trails Day” in various locations in BC, though we’re still working out the nuts 
and bolts on how best to do this.  
 
The committee could use a few more dedicated members, especially those who are use social 
media  – please contact Jodi, Brian or Samantha if you are interested in joining us.  

http://mountainclubs.org/
http://www.facebook/mountainclubs
https://twitter.com/mountainclubs
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Member Club Grant Report 
Jodi Appleton 

 
Thank you to all those individuals and clubs who made a donation to the FMCBC in 2012-2013.  
Your donations made it possible for the FMCBC to support four of our member clubs and their 
projects last year.  The Alberni Valley Outdoor Club was awarded $500 towards their Bridges to 
complete Stage 1 of the Alberni Inlet Trail project.  The Caledonia Ramblers Hiking Club was 
awarded $1325 towards their Ancient Forest – Universal Boardwalk project.  The Kamloops 
Hiking Club was awarded $1325 towards their Isobel Lake Accessibility project.  And the UBC 
Varsity Outdoor Club was awarded $1350 towards their Window repairs at the Varsity Outdoor 
Club’s Brew Hut project 
 
The donations received by the FMCBC between April 1, 2013 and March 31, 2014 will go 
towards our 2014 Member Club Grants.   The total funding available for 2014 is $5,300.  Of that, 
$1,500 are reserved for Vancouver Island projects as these are funds remaining from the 
Vancouver Island Trails Information Society’s generous donation of $2000 back in 2012.   
 
All FMCBC Member Clubs in good standing were eligible and invited to apply to receive grant 
funds.  The 2014 Grant Committee is currently deliberating and will announce the grant awards 
at the AGM on June 7th.  The 2014 committee members include Dave King (Caledonia 
Ramblers), Andrew Drouin (South Okanagan Trail Alliance), Ben Singleton-Polster (BC 
Mountaineering Club), Pam Munroe (Comox District Mountaineering Club) and Doug Smith 
(Kamloops Hiking Club).  
 
All donations to the FMCBC received between April 1, 2014 and March 31, 2015 will go directly 
towards our 2015 Member Club Grant.   
 
Thank you to everyone for making this program a success! 
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Associate Membership Proposal 
Jodi Appleton 

 
The board discussed the idea of implementing Associate Memberships at our AGM in Squamish 

in 2012, but we did not come to a final decision at that time.   The FMCBC has been approached 

by a club who is interested in this type of membership because they would like to contribute to 

trail building/maintenance in BC through our Member Club Grant Program, but they would also 

like to receive some recognition and show that they are connected to the FMCBC by being 

listed on our website an as Associate Member.    

In the FMCBC Constitution and Bylaws it describes Associate Memberships as:   

(f) “Associate ‘Member Club” means a club which belongs to and pays its fees to its own 

umbrella organization and for reasons of common interest and concerns wishes to be 

associated with this society. 

Why would a club choose to be an Associate Member and not a full member of the FMCBC? 

 To show that they support the FMCBC’s vision, mission and purpose much in the same way 

that the FMCBC holds a membership in the Canadian Avalanche Association, the Outdoor 

Recreation Council of BC and Leave No Trace. 

 To contribute to the Member Club Grant program which provides funding for trail projects. 

 To build awareness amongst their own membership of the issues facing non-motorized 

recreation in BC. 

 To receive the FMCBC’s Cloudburst newsletter and monthly E-News. 

Why should the FMCBC provide an option for membership other than our regular member 

club membership and individual membership? 

 To provide other organized groups a way to connect with the FMCBC when their interests 

are more about offering support versus participating in the decision making of the FMCBC. 

 To raise the profile of the FMCBC by having our link shared on more websites. 

 To provide a less expensive option for clubs/organizations who are not seeking the benefits 

of full membership, but want to show their support. 
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With these ideas in mind the following proposal is being put forward for consideration by the 

FMCBC Board: 

Associate Membership Proposal 

A club could become an Associate Member of the FMCBC by making a minimum donation of 

$250. 

The Associate Member’s donation would go directly to the FMCBC’s Member Club Grant 

Program and will be used towards funding club organized trail projects in BC.   

The Associate Member would receive acknowledgement on the FMCBC’s website for their 

donation and will be listed under a separate Associate Member section. 

Associate Members would be added to the FMCBC’s mailing list to receive copies of Cloudburst 

and the monthly E-News. 

Associate Members would not have the right to vote. 

Associate Members would not be eligible to participate in the FMCBC’s Insurance Program. 

Associate Members would not be eligible to receive funding through the FMCBC’s Member Club 

Grant Program. 


